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HAECO GROUP LAUNCHES “INSIGHT” DIGITAL PLATFORM POWERED BY
REVIMA’S FLIGHTWATCHING SOLUTION
HAECO Group announced today at MRO Asia-Pacific 2019 its selection of Revima’s
Flightwatching predictive maintenance tool to power its inflight component and
aircraft monitoring solution, INSIGHT.
INSIGHT is an online platform that provides real-time monitoring and analysis of
critical airline data which, together with remote troubleshooting, will bring operational
value to airlines. In the next phase, INSIGHT will also provide key component
reliability data for HAECO ITM’s customers, facilitating preventive action against
component defects.
Revima’s Flightwatching solution includes significantly enhanced data analytics to
accurately predict impending failures and deteriorated performance of components,
making it possible to take preventive action prior to aircraft or system operational
defects. Flightwatching introduced this software in 2013, taking advantage of webbased tools, advanced graphic interfaces, big data analytics and patented aircraft
remote diagnosis procedure.
Richard Kendall, HAECO Group Director Airframe Services, said: “We are delighted
to launch INSIGHT in collaboration with our partners at Revima and
Flightwatching. In developing technological opportunities for the future, HAECO is
committed to delivering practical digital solutions that will generate operational value
for our customers.”
“We are proud and excited by this agreement with HAECO, and look forward to
assisting this leading aircraft engineering and maintenance service provider in
developing their predictive maintenance solutions to the market,” said Olivier
Legrand, Revima Group President & CEO.
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More about Revima – www.revima-group.com
Revima is a leading independent MRO (Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul) solutions provider,
specialised in APU, Engine Parts and Landing Gear for civil and military aircraft through five dedicated
services: Repair & Overhaul, Engine Parts Repair, Material Solutions, Fleet Management and
Leasing.
With committed and passionate employees across locations in France, Asia, North America and the
Middle East, Revima boasts over 60 years of MRO expertise. Revima supports aircraft operators,
lessors, and repair stations worldwide, positioning this company as one of the most experienced
MROs in the world. Revima is an EASA & FAA Part 145 certified organisation, as well as benefiting
from approvals from numerous agencies.
In February 2019, Revima acquired Flightwatching, a Toulouse-based start-up specialising in digital
analytics, visualisation, and predictive maintenance software and solutions for airlines, MROs and
OEMs, with the objective to reinforce its fleet management service offering.
About Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering Company Limited (“HAECO Group”)
The HAECO Group is one of the world’s leading aircraft engineering and maintenance service
providers. The Group provides a comprehensive range of services encompassing Airframe Services,
Line Services, Cabin Solutions, Private Jet Solutions, Fleet Technical Management, Inventory
Technical Management, Component Overhaul, Aerostructure Repairs, Landing Gear Services,
Engine Services, Global Engine Support, Parts Manufacturing and Technical Training. The HAECO
Group consists of 16 operating companies, employing around 17,000 staff in Hong Kong, Mainland
China, and the United States. HAECO Group’s website: www.haeco.com
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